Background: Proteins seem to have their native structure in a global minimum of free energy. No mechanism is known, however, for ensuring this property. Furthermore, computational complexity studies suggest that such a mechanism is not feasible. These seemingly contradictory observations can be reconciled by the suggestion that evolutionary selection can yield proteins whose native conformation is in the global minimum of free energy. The aim of this study is to investigate such evolutionary processes in a simple model of protein folding.
Introduction
It is widely assumed that the native conformation of a protein is in the global minimum of free energy. This assumption is based on the refolding experiments of Anfinsen [1] which basically demonstrated that a random conformation of a polypeptide chain can be folded into the native conformation, regardless of its initial starting conformation. And indeed, to date, we do not have a conclusive example of a protein where a conformation with lower free energy than the native functional conformation exists. The dual-conformations hypothesis suggested for prions (for a recent review see [2] ) might be the first exception, but clearly is not the rule. The native organization of proteins is so exquisite (packing of hydrophobic cores, matching salt bridges, forming hydrogen bonds, etc.) that it is hard to imagine that, for many proteins, alternative organization can be achieved.
The assumption that proteins fold to a conformation which is in the global minimum of free energy available to the polypeptide chain seems to conflict with the notion that finding the global minimum of free energy is very difficult [3] . This notion is based, among other evidence, on formal NP-complete proofs (for example [4, 5] ). These complexity proofs amount to the claim that finding such a global minimum for arbitrary sequences is not feasible. To date, there is no accepted theory that suggests a natural (or artificial) mechanism that can guarantee every chain would fold to its global minimum of free energy.
A reasonable explanation is to suggest that evolution specifically selected sequences that can find the global minimum [5] . In computer science terms this means that 'protein folding' is not a total function (that is, operating on all valid inputs). Even in complicated optimization problems, it is possible that an efficient algorithm exists for a small subset of all possible instances. Protein folding is similar in the sense that not all combinatorially possible sequences would be folded to a defined structure. Actually, it is not known what fraction of possible sequences of proteins will end up in a folded conformation [6, 7] , but it is clear that this fraction is small. Thus, from a theoretical point of view, the notion that the naturally selected set of sequences might have the ability to fold to the global minimum of free energy is acceptable. The question still remains of which kinds of evolutionary processes could have yielded a set of proteins with this capacity.
The role of evolution in selecting protein sequences was investigated in several recent studies by using simple models of proteins. The work of Shakhnovich and Gutin [8] and Gutin et al. [9] highlighted the possibility that sequences were selected for fast foldability. Shrivastava et al. [10] , studied a model in which native interactions are rewarded, and consequently fast-folding sequences are formed. Li et al. [11] suggested that proteins were selected for high designability, that is, their stability against mutations. Sun et al. [12] discussed the process of evolving sequences that fold to target structures with hydrophobic cores. In a recent related study, Govindarajan and Goldstein [13] used a simple lattice model to demonstrate that most random sequence can evolve to obey the thermodynamic hypothesis of protein folding, that is, to be in a state of minimum free energy.
We address the question from another point of view by attempting to probe directly possible mechanisms that evolution could have used to favor sequences whose functional conformation is in the global minimum of free energy. Assume that early in evolution there existed a protein for which the functional native conformation was not at the global minimum of free energy. Further assume that there was a good biological reason to maintain this conformation. Thus, the primary evolutionary pressure was to maintain this conformation, and sequence mutations were accepted only as long as they were compatible with the functional conformation. Can we suggest a plausible evolutionary mechanism that, while keeping this functional conformation, could gradually produce proteins for which the functional conformation is in the global minimum of free energy?
Note that it is not reasonable to suggest that getting closer to the global minimum can, by itself, be used directly as an acceptance criterion for an evolutionary procedure. This would require that a folding protein should scan its entire conformational space in order to determine whether it is close to the global minimum, which is highly unlikely according to considerations known as the Levinthal paradox [3] . Rather, our goal is to find an evolutionary process that uses a selection pressure on the level that is directly relevant to the folding molecule, but has the additional overall effect of selecting proteins with the global minimum property.
Our scheme is to use a very simple lattice model of proteins and in this model to study different possible evolutionary processes. We start with an arbitrary conformation and follow the evolution of its corresponding sequence, and analyze the conditions under which this conformation approaches the global minimum of free energy. The emphasis here is not on the study of specific sequences or structures, it is to study the process. Such a study cannot prove that any process actually happened, but it can suggest possible processes that could have created the global minimum property seen in present-day proteins.
Results

The model
The model is based on a square two-dimensional self-avoiding lattice model as suggested by Dill [14] . In this model, a chain of beads, representing different types of amino acids, is folded on a square grid. Consecutive beads are placed in neighboring grid points, thus the chain is 'moving' up or down, left or right. As the model is self-avoiding, no two beads are allowed into the same grid point. Dill and coworkers (for a review see [15] ) have demonstrated that when two types of 'amino acids' (for example, hydrophobic and hydrophilic) are used, these chains exhibit many proteinlike properties. In order to allow for variability in the energy spectrum, we use four types of amino acids, which can be thought of as hydrophobic (black), hydrophilic (white), positive (light gray) and negative (dark gray). The energy values of the contacts between each pair of residues are given in Figure 1 . These energy values, given in arbitrary units, were selected to reflect the relative strength of these interactions in the Miyazawa-Jernigan contact potential [16] . Sequences of 20 and 40 residues were studied.
In a simple lattice model, it is not clear whether such energy function reflects energy or free-energy parameters, and this question is discussed later, where we show that the configuration entropy of the system remains fairly constant during the simulation. Thus, the free energy and energy analysis of our system is qualitatively similar.
The general scheme for modeling the evolutionary process, which is very similar to the one suggested by Shakhnovich's group [8, 17, 18] , is as follows. First, select an initial random sequence. Second, arbitrarily, pick a target conformation for the sequence and designate it as the 'native conformation'; this native conformation is kept fixed during the run. This is a fundamental assumption of the model, and we elaborate on this assumption in the discussion section. Third, repeat the following procedure. Make a random mutation in the sequence, examine the relevant consequences of the mutation, and then decide whether to accept or reject it. Trace the impovement (if any) of the 'native conformation' towards the global minimum.
The main focus of this work is to determine under which acceptance criterion in the third step would sequences evolve for which the target conformation had become the global minimum free energy of the system. Details of the three steps of the procedure follow. The initial sequence selection was done randomly, selecting from an equal probability of the four amino acid types.
Target conformations were selected to have a reasonable energy level for the initial sequence. Namely, conformations were selected to have a favorable energy score, which is essential for biological function, but not to have an optimal energy score so that we allow for our scenario of evolution towards the global minimum. For example, if energy scores for the initial sequence range from 0 to -30 over the entire conformational space, a conformation of energy about -20 to -25 would be chosen as the 'native conformation'. This rule selects target conformations that are compact, yet not fully compact, and whose energy is in the top 10% of structures over the conformational space.
A mutation is made by swapping two residues in the sequence. This rule prevents the sequence from introducing a bias in the amino-acid composition, for example a drift to all hydrophobic residues. Even if such a drift would serve the purpose of getting the native conformation to be the global minimum for this sequence, such homogeneity is clearly not acceptable for a biological sequence. In addition, only allowing swaps is one way of introducing the obvious need of an evolving sequence to respond to external constraints in addition to the one we apply, and thus keeps the system more realistic.
We measure how close the native conformation is to the global minimum simply by ranking the energy for the current sequence folded in the native conformation compared with the energy values obtained for this sequence in any other possible conformation ( Figure 2 ). For example, if for a given sequence there are 1000 structures with energies lower than the native conformation, the current rank of the native conformation is 1000. If, as a result of mutation, for the new sequence there are only 100 structures with lower energy than the native conformation, the rank has improved to 100.
Clearly this procedure requires full enumeration of the conformational space. This can be done for a sequence of 20 residues on square lattices when there are about 56,000,000 conformations, but it is not feasible for sequences of 40 residues. For the longer sequences we made very long Monte Carlo simulations (100,000,000 steps) and sampled 200,000 conformations to represent the space. The sampling procedure was validated by comparing, for 20-residue sequences, the results obtained for the sample with the available full enumeration results. All tests in this study were made by using two arbitrary chosen 'native conformations', for sequences of lengths 20 and 40, using 10 different initial sequences for each length. Three different criteria for rejecting or accepting mutations were studied: a constant energy threshold, a continuous energy improvement, and a local improvement regime.
Simulations and results
A constant energy threshold
We started by examining the evolution of a system where a constant energy threshold is maintained. A sequence mutation is accepted if it sets the energy of that sequence in the native conformation below a fixed energy value. We consider this criterion to be biologically plausible, as, although there is a clear reason for a protein to have a low enough free energy to maintain its stability, there is no functional reason for a protein to get further below it. We were interested in learning what the consequences are of applying this modest evolutionary pressure, just requiring that a new sequence would have low enough free energy in the designated native conformation.
In all cases, using different thresholds, the energy of the sequences mainly fluctuated immediately below the chosen energy level. The ranking of the designated conformation fluctuated and did not improve. An example of a 20-residue sequence is shown in Figure 3 . There are probably two reasons for this outcome. First, from an energetical point of view, there are many more conformations in higher energy levels. Thus, when the energy spectrum is cut in any level and no further constraints apply, it is likely that most conformations will be found very close to the highest allowed energy level. Second, from the ranking point of view, a mutation in the sequence changes the energy value of all conformations in the space. It is likely that mutations that improve the ranking of the native conformation would simultaneously improve the ranking of many other conformations. Thus, an overall improvement in ranking was not achieved. As we were looking for a mechanism that improves the ranking, we next applied a more direct pressure on the native conformation.
A continuous energy minimization
The second mechanism studied was continuous pressure to lower the free energy of the native conformation. A sequence mutation is accepted if the energy of the native conformation of the new sequence is lower than the energy of the previous sequence in that conformation or, nondeterministically, even if there is a small gain in energy using the Metropolis criterion Rnd < exp(-∆E/c), Research Paper Evolution of proteins Kaffe-Abramovich and Unger 391
Figure 1
Strength of contact interaction between the four types of 'amino acids' used. These values were chosen to reflect the average strength of such interactions of real amino acids in the Miyazawa-Jernigan contact potential [16] . where Rnd is a uniformly chosen random number between 0 and 1, ∆E is the energy difference and c is a constant [19] .
The constant c, which serves to scale the acceptance rate of the algorithm, is actually reflecting the statistical mechanics temperature of the system by c = K β T where T is the temperature and K β is Boltzmann's constant. In all the data presented here c was set to 1. Other values of c ranging from 0.3-3 were tried without any significant change in the results. Under continuous energy minimization there was a clear improvement in time in the energy of the evolved sequences for the native conformation. An example is shown, for a 40-residue sequence, in Figure 4 . For sequences of 40 residues, the energy score went down to lower than -70 from a starting point of around -35. This was expected, as a direct pressure to lower the energy was applied. It is interesting that this mechanism was strong enough to ensure a similar improvement in the ranking of the native conformation. This result is not surprising, but it is not trivial: as discussed above, an improvement in free energy could have happened simultaneously to many other structures, thus preventing a significant ranking improvement.
It is known, however, that real proteins have free energy values only as low as 5-15 kcal/mol, and do not seem to be under pressure to lower their free energy further. Thus, a mechanism of continuous energy minimization is not biologically plausible. So, we must look elsewhere for a mechanism that applies evolutionary pressure in a way that is both effective and plausible.
A local improvement
The third mechanism introduces the notion that optimization of a sequence to the target structure occurs within a 'neighborhood' of structures similar to the target conformation. We consider a small local neighborhood of the 'native conformation', as a subset of conformations that resemble the native conformation. We examined whether applying evolutionary pressure within this small group can affect the ranking of the native conformation in the full conformational space.
A neighborhood of a conformation was defined by the set of all conformations that can be reached from the original conformation in a small number of simple structural moves. We used pivot, tail flipping, corner flipping and crankshaft moves [20] , and allowed for four such moves.
After eliminating repetitive structures, this procedure yielded a neighborhood size of between 1000 and 3000.
The acceptance criterion in this case was minimizing the ranking of the native conformation within its neighborhood. So ∆R, the difference in ranking, was used for a Metropolis Monte Carlo minimization. For each mutation made, we required that the local ranking of the native conformation among its set of close structural homologs either improve or, using Metropolis decision, not get much worse.
The results indicate that this simple procedure was effective in bringing the native conformation towards a very good ranking. Figure 5 shows an example for a 20-residue sequence, and averaged results for 10 sequences of 40 residues are shown in Figure 6 . The free energy decreases, but not as drastically as in the previous procedure. For sequences of 40 residues, the energy went down from about -35 to about -55. The local ranking clearly improved (Figures 5b, 6b ). This is not surprising as improving the local ranking was the criterion for accepting mutations. But, in addition, we achieved a considerable improvement in the global ranking of the native conformation, although the global ranking was not considered in the acceptance criterion. Somehow, the fact that the target structure had better ranking relative to a small number of similar conformations had a large impact on its global ranking in the entire conformational space.
Next, we had to confirm that the global ranking improvement is indeed related to the fact that structures were minimized within their native environment and not to the local minimization procedure per se. After all, we could chose any arbitrary subset of conformations, optimize the ranking of the target structure relative to this subset, and still get global improvement in ranking relative to the entire conformational space. In order to get proper controls, the environments (that is the set of similar conformations) between the two native conformations were switched. Thus, we could compare the global ranking improvement when the local ranking improvement was done within the original environment and within a non-native environment. The results of such an experiment are shown in Figure 7 . The local ranking within the native and non-native environment improved in both cases; actually, the local improvement within the non-native environment was better. But there was a big difference in the global improvement. The global ranking improved rapidly and stayed high during the whole simulation, whereas for the non-native environment, the ranking fluctuated considerably and on average was much worse. Thus, although there was an improvement in both cases, it was much more effective to minimize a structure within its native environment.
Discussion
We set out to find an effective and biologically plausible evolutionary process that could have yielded a set of Folding & Design proteins with the property that their native structure is in the global minimum of free energy. This model can explain why we currently observe proteins with the global minimum property even though folding to the global minimum for an arbitrary sequence is extremely difficult. In this work we have shown that sequences can indeed evolve in such a way that a selected conformation, for which we assume a biological function, can get close to the global minimum of free energy in a huge conformational space. Clearly, using this simple level of modeling, we are interested more in the principles behind the evolutionary processes and less in the specific details of the sequences and structure.
Towards this end we studied three processes. The first accepted sequences for which the native conformation had free energy lower than some fixed threshold value. This simple model makes sense for proteins, as proteins seem to have only a relatively small amount of thermal stability (in the order of 5-15 kcal/mol) and do not seem to need further reduction in free energy. But this model does not lead to an improvement in ranking. Our conclusion is that simultaneous improvement of competing structures prevented the improvement in ranking for the evolving sequences.
The second mechanism we studied did show an improvement in energy, and an improvement in ranking. So, from a technical point of view, it could have been used as a mechanism to produce proteins with a global minimum of free energy. Nevertheless, from a biological point of view, it is not reasonable to require that every mutation will lower the free energy of the native conformation further. After a protein has low enough free energy, it does not benefit from lowering the free energy further. Furthermore, most
Research Paper Evolution of proteins Kaffe-Abramovich and Unger 395 proteins need some structural flexibility to function, and too low a free energy might 'freeze' them. Thus the decrease in our scale of free energy from -35 to -75 is too drastic, and is a consequence of using an artificial, nonbiological, evolutionary pressure.
It is not clear whether the parameter used here is indeed the free energy of the system or whether it reflects energy. On one hand, it is based on an empirical mean force potential [16] that of course reflects free energy calculations. On the other hand, it does not include an explicit computation of configuration entropy of the system. To make sure that the significant decrease in our parameter corresponds to a significant change in free energy of the system, we explicitly calculated the occupancy of the designated state during the simulation. Occupancy is calculated as log [
where E d is the energy parameter of the designated conformation, K β is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and Z is the partition function. An example is shown in Figure 8 for a system of 20 residues with K β T = 1. When a direct evolutionary pressure was applied to the energy parameter, occupancy was increased significantly (by about 10 orders of magnitude in this plot). This result is due to the fact that the partition function Z (Figure 8a ) does not change much during the simulation (it stays within one or two orders of magnitude). Thus, the decrease in the energy parameter results in an exponential increase in occupancy (Figure 8b) . As occupancy is a free-energy parameter, we view this increase as an indicator that applying direct pressure on the energy parameter leads to a high thermal stability, which is not observed in proteins. We consider the third mechanism, the local environment procedure, to be both effective and biological plausible. When a protein folds, a comparison to its immediate neighbors is natural and crucial. If there is a readily accessible homolog with lower free energy, the conformation would drift to that alternative conformation, and, by doing so, might lose some crucial structural details needed for its biological function. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that evolution should try to avoid such a local drift. Our results suggest, for our simple model system, that such a preference based on preventing local drift can go a long way towards making the target native conformation the global minimum of free energy.
Our results support an evolutionary scenario in which a functional conformation is preserved while its stability is gradually improving. One can speculate that for a simple biological system in extreme conditions, as life must have been early on in evolution, the life-span of a protein must have been very short, and thus even a transient, not very stable, native conformation would have been sufficient. As life became more complex and stable, there was a need for more stable proteins. This stability might have been achieved by preventing a local drift towards competing structures which is sufficient to make the native conformation the global minimum of free energy.
In reality it is not likely that protein structure was kept totally 'frozen' during evolution. Furthermore, some flexibility is important for the function of most proteins. Still, we believe that our model is relevant for the following reasons. First, structures have indeed evolved, but the rate of evolution of sequences is much faster. That is the reason why structural homology within families of proteins is much stronger than the sequence homology [21] . So, as a first approximation, and relative to changes in sequences, one can assume that the structure is stable. Second, as the study deals with short sequences, they can be considered as small domains such as binding sites or active sites. Such domains in proteins show much higher degree of conservation, which makes our model justifiable. Third, a lattice model is a high-level abstraction of protein structure. Each one of the lattice conformations can be considered as a collection of similar 'real' conformations. Thus, natural small perturbations around the native conformation are still represented by the same lattice conformation. A change in the Research Paper Evolution of proteins Kaffe-Abramovich and Unger 397
Figure 7
Comparison between native and non-native local environments. For a sequence of 20 residues, the evolution of sequences was compared when the reference sets were native; 1434 conformations similar to the native conformation, or non-native 1884 conformations different from the native conformation (actually taken from a native environment of another conformation). Evolutionary processes are clearly much more complicated than we consider here, and the need to attain the global minimum free energy is only one in a long list of constraints on an evolving protein. We want here to emphasize the possibility that evolution has optimized this aspect of proteins by the simple preference for sequences that provide local stability for the target native conformation. The next step in our study will be a model system in which the structures and sequences are allowed to co-evolve.
Can the evolutionary ideas presented here be experimentally validated? As ancient proteins are not available for experiments, it is not possible to validate directly our basic hypothesis that some ancient proteins might have had only transient stability. Nevertheless, some of the implications are testable. We can assume that there are differences between ancient and new proteins in the sense that the sequence of ancient proteins is better adapted to the 'native' structure than the sequence of new proteins. This should affect parameters like the density of packing, hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions and so on. Again, this is hard to check without examining ancient proteins. Instead, one could try to Figure 4a ) decreases significantly, the occupancy of the native conformation is shown to increase dramatically during the simulation from 10 -12 to 10 -2 . Although the actual numbers depend on arbitrary units, such a significant increase in stability is not observed in real proteins. The results were calculated by a full enumeration of the conformation space for a chain of 20 residues of four types with temperature K β T = 1. compare proteins from families that represent ancient functions and families that represent new functions. These again are not easy to define but it is reasonable to assume, for example, that ribosomal and histone proteins represent ancient families, whereas proteins with immunological or neurological functions represent more modern families.
A more direct way of testing our hypothesis is by examining proteins created in the laboratory. Two techniques have been employed to generate 'artificial' proteins with similar functionality to natural ones. One way is using circular permutation of genes, which, in many cases, creates proteins with similar structure and function to the original (see, for example [22, 23] ). The other method is DNA shuffling [24] , in which new proteins are created in the laboratory from a family of genes by cycles of random hybridization followed by functional selection. In both cases, one ends up with functional proteins that have not gone through a fine tuning of their structural properties. For these proteins, we would predict that the quality of structural parameters (as defined above), and maybe even their stability, will be reduced.
This work also has practical implications. Our results emphasize the notion that immediate competitors, that is homologs, with lower or comparable free energy can divert proteins from folding to the target structure. Although this is an evolutionary conclusion, it might also be applicable to protein design. It is important to design sequence/structure pairs with low free energy, but it is also crucial to ensure that no other immediate alternative structures will directly compete with the target structure. This conclusion is supported by varies studies [10, 25, 26] that emphasize the role of so called 'negative design' in protein engineering.
